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DGMT Staff
27 Government Positions (FTEs)
– 11 Permanent (GS) research Scientists
– 10 GS Support Scientists
– 3 FDA Staff Fellows (one externally
supported)
– 1 FDA visiting Scientist (externally
supported)
– 2 Admin. Assts.
– 6 ORISE Post Docs (3 externally supported)
 33 Total (1 less than 2018)
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•

Collaborations

DGMT Outreach

NCTR Divisions (40%): DBT (Chemistry support,
photocarcinogenicity, Pac Bio II), DSB (tissue models), DBB (NGS
data analysis), Microbiology (Pac Bio II), Pathology (3D and animal
tissues)
• FDA regulatory Centers (30%): CDER, CDRH, CTP, CBER
• Government agencies (20%): NIEHS/NTP, EPA
• Universities (10%): UAMS, UALR, UMD
•

• Global leadership outreach: leadership in HESI, IWGT and
OECD committees, SOT and EMGS
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Division Mission/Vision
• Mission: Improve public health by providing FDA with the
expertise, tools, and approaches necessary for comprehensive
assessment of genetic risk
• Goals
– Respond to Agency needs for chemical-specific data (e.g.
nanomaterials, impurities, and tobacco products)
– Maintain DGMT’s tradition of leadership in regulatory assay
development and validation (e.g., MLA, Hprt, TGR, Pig-a)
– Establish new paradigms for regulatory decision making that
integrate measures of genetic risk with biomarkers of toxicity
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DGMT Research Strategies
• Engage FDA product centers (CDER, CBER, CDRH, CVM, CTP),
NIEHS/National Toxicology Program, Health and
Environmental Science Institute (HESI) and other national and
international organizations to set research priorities.
• Develop better biological models for assessing human risk (3D human in vitro systems).
• Develop more comprehensive approaches for monitoring
genetic variation (ACB-PCR, NGS, ddPCR).
• Develop better ways of evaluating data to determine human
risk (Dose response curves, BMD, POD).
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Top Three Accomplishments

• Progress made on defining the mutational basis for the in
vivo erythrocyte Pig-a assay: evaluating mutation
induction in bone marrow erythroids and granulocytes
• Demonstrated interindividual variation in cancer driver
mutant fraction to identify mutations with the greatest
carcinogenic impact in specific human tissues
• Screened genetic toxicity using metabolically competent
human cells and HTHC methodology (HepaRG/primary
human hepatocytes coupled with CometChip and
MultiFlow technology)
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Ongoing Project
• Developing a panel
of disease-relevant
molecular and
physiological
endpoints for
evaluating toxicity
in organotypic
tissue models
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Ongoing Project
• Develop in vitro approaches for evaluating
reproductive toxicity, including germ cell
mutation
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Ongoing project
Human RBC PIG-A study: CisPt Chemotherapy
• Collaboration between the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences and
NCTR: measuring PIG-A mutant RBCs in 25 head-and-neck cancer patients
before, during, and after CisPt-containing chemotherapy
• Goals: 1) determine if rodent RBC Pig-a assay is predictive of the human
response, 2) increase in the PIG-A MF informs the outcome of the
chemotherapy regimen (success/failure), 3) changes in PIG-A MFs are
associated with secondary malignancies in the long run
• CisPt is a strong inducer of mutation in the rat RBC Pig-a assay
• Preliminary data: Clinical doses of CisPt induce an increase in PIG-A mutant
RBCs in chemo patients
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Human PIG-A study (cont.)
Preliminary Data from Litron’s MutaFlow human PIG-A kit (high
sensitivity, magnetic enrichment, reticulocytes/total RBCs) using
blood from 10 healthy donors: So far only one CisPt patient was
recruited for the study, 41-yr (hepatocellular carcinoma & tongue)
CisPt at 100 mg/m2 on Days 1, 22, and 43 (Blood was tested 3
times)
Ret MF

Total RBC MF_______

Pre-treatment 7.1 × 10-6
8.55 × 10-6
Day 22
10.75 × 10-6
7.84 × 10-6
Day 43
18.14 × 10-6
8.63 × 10-6
Day 65
?? the patient no show
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Details of selected Projects
• Progress made on
defining the
mutational basis for
the in vivo
erythrocyte Pig-a
assay: evaluating
mutation induction
in bone marrow
erythroids and
granulocytes
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Details of selected projects
• Interindividual variation in
cancer driver mutant
fraction can be used to
identify mutations with
the greatest carcinogenic
impact in specific human
tissues
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Details of selected Projects
• Using metabolically competent human cells and HTHC
methodology to screen for genetic toxicity, e.g.,
HepaRG/primary human hepatocytes coupled with
CometChip and MultiFlow technology
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Future Projects
• Develop and Establish additional complementary rodent and
human 3D tissue models to bridge the data gap between the
rodent and human responses for test article exposure
• Establish/adapt more genetic toxicology endpoints to
complement the array of general toxicology endpoints developed
for in vitro tissue models: e.g., Comet, micronucleus, and gene
mutation for the ALI airway and other 3D tissue models
• Develop in vitro approaches for evaluating reproductive toxicity,
including germ cell mutation
• Use computational modeling approaches (e.g., CFD modeling) to
use in vitro data to evaluate human responses
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Projects that are newly initiated or in
development, or futuristic
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NHP Model of ZIKA Virus Sexual Transmission
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Schematic representation of Bordetella Pertussis
infection in the human ALI airway tissue cultures
H&E staining
for cilia

PAS staining
for goblet cells

Hypothetical schematic representation
of B. pertussis attachment to ciliated
ALI cultures.

The recent resurgence of pertussis in the US calls for the development of improved vaccines with long-lasting effects
that can more effectively prevent bacterial colonization. Human ALI airway tissue cultures are ciliated pseudostratified
tracheobronchial epithelial cells that mimic the natural infection site of B. pertussis. Results from this pilot study will
provide insight into the ability of human ALI airway tissue cultures to serve as a model for evaluating host-pathogen
relationships between the human airway and B. pertussis. Findings of this study may provide evidence to support the
use of ALI tissue models in identifying novel bacterial virulence factors for improving existing vaccines.
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FEEDBACK
• What emerging sciences/technologies can
you advise us to pursue?
• What future directions do you recommend
for DGMT that would impact FDA?
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